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 n The current budget process 
provides Congress with more 
incentives to keep funding dupli-
cative and ineffective govern-
ment programs than to eliminate 
them, wasting hundreds of bil-
lions annually.

 n Among areas identified by GAO 
for consolidation, elimination, 
and other savings, Congress and 
the executive branch have fully 
addressed only 19 percent.

 n Special interest groups work-
ing closely with lawmakers are 
able to influence legislation 
more effectively than individual 
taxpayers. This furthers the exis-
tence of duplicative and unneces-
sary federal programs contrary 
to the public interest.

 n The Defense Department’s 
Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission (BRAC) provides a 
valuable mechanism for eliminat-
ing wasteful and unnecessary 
government spending. Creating 
an independent Government 
Waste Commission modeled 
on BRAC would be an effective 
way to consolidate duplicative 
programs and eliminate wasteful 
and inappropriate spending.

Abstract
The current budget process provides Congress with few incentives for 
eliminating programs that do not work and waste taxpayer resources. 
Moreover, the federal government suffers from duplicative and over-
lapping programs, which would be more effective and cost less if they 
were consolidated. Such problems are illustrated in a 2014 study by 
the Government Accountability Office, which found that Congress and 
the Administration fully addressed only 19 percent of areas targeted 
for consolidation and savings in the prior three years. This Heritage 
Foundation Backgrounder details the challenges that Congress faces 
in crafting the budget—including pressure from special interests—and 
proposes creation of an independent Government Waste Commission 
to mitigate these challenges and reduce the pervasiveness of wasteful 
spending. The Waste Commission would draw from concepts used by 
the Base Closure and Realignment Commission, and would facilitate 
a robust process for program elimination and consolidation. To en-
sure a successful commission, it would be independent and bipartisan, 
would examine all domestic agencies and programs, would establish 
clear and concise criteria, and would facilitate recommended changes 
through expedited legislative procedures. By establishing an indepen-
dent commission focused on eliminating waste, Congress can break 
the status quo and spend taxpayer dollars more effectively.

The current budget process provides Congress with few incentives 
for eliminating programs that do not work and waste taxpayer 

resources. Moreover, the federal government suffers from duplica-
tive and overlapping programs, which would benefit from consolida-
tion to better achieve their objectives at lower cost to taxpayers. The 
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Defense Department’s Base Closure and Realign-
ment Commission (BRAC) provides important les-
sons on how Congress can overcome gridlock and 
special interest politics to better prioritize scarce 
resources through the work of a designated commis-
sion. A well-designed waste commission could over-
come the budget process’s tendency toward wasteful 
spending on failed and duplicative programs, and 
encourage lawmakers to eliminate and consolidate 
federal operations where appropriate.

A Failing Grade
each year since 2011, the Government Account-

ability Office (GAO), the independent government 
agency that studies how federal dollars are spent, 
has prepared for Congress and the Administration  
a vast list of programs and areas in which Congress 
could take action to reduce fragmentation, overlap, 
and duplication, and achieve other financial benefits. 
Moreover, the GAO follows and makes public con-
gressional and administrative actions on its Action 
Tracker.1

The GAO’s 2014 annual report2 presents Con-
gress and the Administration with a dismal record, 
in which only 19 percent of areas identified for con-
solidation and to achieve other savings were fully 
addressed over the past three years, and 15 percent 
were fully ignored. Regarding actions taken within 
those areas, the record improves only slightly with 
32 percent of GAO-identified actions having been 
fully addressed and 19 percent neglected.3

Following are just three of many examples of 
actions that the GAO recommended that Congress 
take immediately:

 n Closing a loophole that allowed 117,000 indi-
viduals to receive mutually exclusive unemploy-
ment insurance and disability insurance ben-
efits simultaneously in 2010. Ten-year savings: 
between $3.4 billion and $5.4 billion depend-
ing on the specific proposal that would be 
implemented.4

 n Rescinding the Department of energy’s (DOe) 
credit subsidy for the Advanced Technology 
Vehicles Manufacturing loan program. Savings: 
$4.2 billion.

The program came under close scrutiny in Con-
gress because of the financial situation of one 
of its grantees. The Heritage Foundation’s Nick 
Loris testified in April 2013 on the program and 
concluded that DOe loan and loan guarantee pro-
grams should be eliminated.5

 n Consolidate federal job training programs. The 
GAO reported as far back as 2011 that the federal 
government operated 47 employment and train-
ing programs administered across nine agencies, 
many of which overlapped and few of which were 
shown to be effective. The House passed H.R. 
803—the Supporting Knowledge and Investing 
in Lifelong Skills (SKILLS) Act—which would 
consolidate 35 federal job-training programs 
into one workforce investment fund, which the 
states would administer. As Heritage’s James 
Sherk and Rudy Takala explained, the SKILLS 
Act “would further require the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget to reduce the federal workforce 

1. U.S. Government Accountability Office, “GAO’s Action Tracker,” http://www.gao.gov/duplication/action_tracker/all_areas  
(accessed on April 18, 2014).

2. U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2014 Annual Report: Additional Opportunities to Reduce Fragmentation, Overlap, and Duplication and Achieve 
Other Financial Benefits, Report to Congressional Addressees, GAO–14–343SP, April 2014, http://www.gao.gov/assets/670/662327.pdf  
(accessed on April 21, 2014).

3. Partially addressed, in the case of agency actions, means that at least one action needed in that area showed some progress toward 
implementation. As it pertains to congressional actions, partially addressed means that a bill passed a relevant committee, the House, or the 
Senate, or a bill became law that addressed the area only partially.

4. Alexander Shen, “End Double-Dipping: An Easy, Bipartisan Step Toward Saving Disability Insurance,” The Heritage Foundation, The Foundry, 
March 14, 2014, http://blog.heritage.org/2014/03/14/end-double-dipping-easy-bipartisan-step-toward-saving-disability-insurance/.

5. Nicolas Loris, “Green Energy Oversight: Examining the Department of Energy’s Bad Bet on Fisker Automotive,” testimony before the 
Subcommittee on Economic Growth, Job Creation, and Regulatory Affairs, Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, U.S. House of 
Representatives, April 24, 2013, http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/LORIS-Testimony.pdf (accessed on April 23, 2014).
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by the number of employees currently admin-
istering the eliminated programs—redirecting 
resources from employing bureaucrats to train-
ing workers.”6

According to Senator Tom Coburn (R–OK), 
whose leadership established the annual GAO 
report for Congress as part of an amendment to the 
2010 debt-limit-increase bill, “Over the past four 
years, GAO’s duplication reports have identified a 
mother lode of potential savings—at least $200 bil-
lion annually. Sadly, Congress has done very little 
digging. We’ve achieved a small fraction of the sav-
ings GAO has revealed.”7

Indeed, Congress has even fallen behind execu-
tive agencies when it comes to addressing the GAO’s 
areas of concern. Congress neglected nearly half of 

all of the actions that the GAO recommended, and 
addressed only 27 percent. The executive branch 
neglected 13 percent and addressed 33 percent of 
all actions.

Senator Coburn provides the following explana-
tion as to Congress’s poor record:

Ignoring their responsibility to conduct oversight 
and determine if a given federal program is effec-
tive, members of Congress are often beholden to 
special interest groups and would rather contin-
ue funding an old program instead of eliminating 
it. At the same time, Congress will then create 
new programs that do the very same thing and do 
it just as poorly. There’s no ineffective, inefficient 
program that the government can’t recreate at an 
even higher cost.8

6. James Sherk and Rudy Takala, “SKILLS Act Would Cut Duplication and Waste in Job Training Programs,” The Heritage Foundation,  
The Foundry, March 5, 2013, http://blog.heritage.org/2013/03/05/skills-act-would-cut-duplication-and-waste-in-job-training-programs/.

7. News release, “Dr. Coburn’s Statement on New GAO Duplication Report,” Office of Senator Tom Coburn, April 8, 2014,  
http://www.coburn.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/2014/4/dr-coburn-s-statement-on-new-gao-duplication-report (accessed on April 18, 2014).

8. Office of Senator Tom Coburn, “Duplication Nation,” http://www.coburn.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/duplication-nation  
(accessed on April 18, 2014).
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CHART 1

Note: Figures do not sum to 100 due to areas not assessed by the GAO in 2014.
Source: U.S. Government Accountability O�ce, 2014 Annual Report: Additional Opportunities to Reduce 
Fragmentation, Overlap, and Duplication and Achieve Other Financial Benefits, Report to Congressional 
Addressees, April 2014, http://www.gao.gov/assets/670/662327.pdf (accessed April 21, 2014).

Little Progress Eliminating Government Waste
STATUS OF COMBINED 2011–2013 AREAS AND ACTIONS DIRECTED TO CONGRESS 
AND THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH, AS OF MARCH 6, 2014

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT ACTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT
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Why Congress Funds Wasteful Programs
Congress is indeed beholden to special interest 

groups, a reality that is unlikely to change. A federal 
government program, for instance, that costs $135 
million annually might give taxpayer dollars to 10 
private companies for certain investments. Divided 
equally among the 10 beneficiary companies, each 
company receiving $13.5 million in government sup-
port will care a great deal about this program. The 
beneficiaries will send lobbyists to Washington, 
making sure that Congress understands how impor-
tant this program is to them. Moreover, they will 
work to convince Congress that this program is not 
only in the companies’ private interest, but serves a 
grander national purpose.

Taxpayers on the other hand, have much less 
of an incentive to defend themselves from such a 

wasteful and unjust program. Divided by the num-
ber of federal income taxpayers in the u.S., this pro-
gram’s cost would be less than $1 for every taxpayer.9 
The incentives, then, are aligned in such a way that 
the concentrated private interest will dominate over 
the largely dispersed public interest in terms of the 
effort that each group will put in to achieve their 
goals. A program cost of less than $1 per taxpayer 
might not sound harmful—until considering that 
thousands of such programs exist that are, indeed, 

“nickel and diming” the American public ever deeper 
into debt.10

An example that fits the description of a program 
that receives funding because of concentrated bene-
fits and dispersed costs is the Department of energy’s 
Advanced Manufacturing Program.11 The program 
subsidizes American manufacturers for the purpose 

9. In 2011 (the last year for which data are available), the number of federal income tax returns was 136,585,712; see Kyle Pomerleau, “Summary 
of Latest Federal Income Tax Data,” Tax Foundation, December 18, 2013,  
http://taxfoundation.org/article/summary-latest-federal-income-tax-data (accessed on May 20, 2014).

10. Chris Edwards, “Number of Federal Subsidy Programs Tops 1,800,” Cato Institute Tax and Budget Bulletin No. 56, April 2009,  
http://www.cato.org/sites/cato.org/files/pubs/pdf/tbb_56.pdf (accessed May 21, 2014).

11. Romina Boccia, “10 Programs to Eliminate in the January 2014 Spending Bill—and Save $10.2 Billion,” Heritage Foundation Issue Brief No. 4119, 
January 3, 2014,  
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2014/01/10-programs-to-eliminate-in-the-january-2014-spending-billand-save-102-billion.
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Note: Figures do not sum to 100 due to areas not assessed by the GAO in 2014.
Source: U.S. Government Accountability O�ce, 2014 Annual Report: Additional Opportunities to Reduce 
Fragmentation, Overlap, and Duplication and Achieve Other Financial Benefits, Report to Congressional 
Addressees, April 2014, http://www.gao.gov/assets/670/662327.pdf (accessed April 21, 2014).

Congress Has Neglected Waste More than Executive Branch
STATUS OF COMBINED 2011–2013 ACTIONS DIRECTED TO CONGRESS 
AND THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH, AS OF MARCH 6, 2014

CONGRESS RECORD ON ACTIONS EXECUTIVE BRANCH RECORD ON ACTIONS
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of helping them achieve greater energy efficiency. 
Manufacturers are well aware that energy represents 
a significant input cost, and face sufficient incentives 
to find ways to lower costs and gain a competitive 
advantage. Taxpayers do not need to chip in to help 
profitable companies make sensible energy efficiency 
upgrades that benefit the company’s bottom line. The 
program, at a cost of $120 million in 2013, benefits 
participating manufacturers greatly. Taxpayers face 
a cost of less than $1 each for the program, providing 
them with little incentive to learn about the program 
and effectively oppose it. As Heritage Foundation 
chief economist Stephen Moore explains it:

Imagine for a moment that you are sitting on 
your couch watching TV and there is a knock on 
the door. There in a corporate suit is an employee 
of General Dynamics with a tin cup and he asks 
if you would contribute a dollar for a research 
project. You would slam the door in his face. But 
somehow when the government collects a dollar 
from each of us and gives the money to General 
Dynamics, this is considered in Washington a 
wise “investment.”12

Members of Congress collaborate when it 
comes to funding their pet projects. Lawmakers 
will exchange favors by granting political support 
and votes for each other’s projects. This practice is 
known as “logrolling.” each year, Congress is con-
fronted with the decision of which federal programs 
to fund, and by how much. even if a program has no 
beneficiaries in a particular lawmaker’s district, the 
lawmaker may agree to fund it with the expectation 
that his fellow lawmaker will return the favor when 
it comes to his own pet project.

The practice of earmarking—directing funds to 
specific projects—was one of the most visible forms 

of logrolling before Congress adopted a rule banning  
earmarks in 2010. earmarks contributed to spending 
on often-inappropriate (beyond the scope of govern-
ment) and wasteful federal programs. At their peak 
in fiscal year (FY) 2006, more than 15,800 earmarks 
were included in appropriations bills, accounting for 
almost $72 billion in federal spending.13 even after 
transparency measures reduced the prevalence of 
earmarks in FY 2007, FY 2010 appropriations bills 
still allocated $32 billion in 11,320 earmarks, accord-
ing to data compiled by the Congressional Research 
Service.14 The Cato Institute’s Ted DeHaven describes 
earmarks as “greas[ing] the skids for bigger spending 
and more intrusive government. Policymakers are 
more willing to support a particular piece of legisla-
tion if it contains goodies for their district or state.”15

earmarks have a damaging effect on the budget 
process beyond their dollar cost. In the transpor-
tation area, earmarks are often carved out of each 
state’s formula allocation so that a dollar devoted to 
an earmark means that this dollar is no longer avail-
able to the state’s own priority projects. By bypass-
ing competitive bidding processes, moreover, ear-
marks often allocate funding to lower-quality and 
higher-cost projects at a loss to the public.16

Yet even with the earmark ban in place, law-
makers continue to allocate funding to wasteful, 
failed, and inappropriate federal programs. Broader 
reforms are necessary to improve government pro-
grams and save taxpayer money.

Lessons from BRAC
After the Cold War, Congress showed bipartisan 

interest in closing obsolete military bases around 
the world in order to re-prioritize military activi-
ties, freeing up money to fund other missions or to 
reduce the deficit. Yet, base closures resulted in the 
dynamics of concentrated benefits and dispersed 

12. Stephen Moore, “Corporate-Welfare Queens,” National Review Online, March 27, 2014,  
http://www.nationalreview.com/article/374321/corporate-welfare-queens-stephen-moore (accessed May 20, 2014).

13. Congressional Research Service, “Earmarks in FY2006 Appropriations Acts,” Memorandum, March 6, 2006,  
http://www.cq.com/pdf/crsreports-3588337 (subscription required; accessed January 22, 2014).

14. Carol Hardy Vincent and Jim Monk, “Earmarks Disclosed by Congress: FY2008–FY2010 Regular Appropriations Bills,” Congressional 
Research Service Report for Congress, April 16, 2010,  
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B4fjL1-0K8piMGI2YjNkNmItNjk2Zi00NjU1LTkyZDktMTUzZGEwMDMyOTUz/edit?pli=1&hl=en  
(accessed January 22, 2014).

15. Ted DeHaven, “Why New York Shouldn’t Mourn Earmarks,” Cato Institute Commentary, November 20, 2010,  
http://www.cato.org/publications/commentary/why-new-york-shouldnt-mourn-earmarks (accessed April 23, 2014).

16. Ron Utt, “Transportation Policy and Congressional Earmarks,” Heritage Foundation WebMemo No. 3129, February 1, 2011,  
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2011/02/transportation-policy-and-congressional-earmarks.
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costs. Districts in which bases were closed experi-
enced the immediate pain of that decision while the 
benefits were shared among all taxpayers. It became 
increasingly difficult to carry out base closures as 
Members of Congress banded together to protect 
each other’s districts from base closures. This was 
the case despite the fact that many communities 
recovered quickly as they turned closed military 
facilities into engines of private-sector job creation, 
often creating even more private-sector jobs than 
civilian jobs that were lost due to the closure.17 A 
commission to close and realign defense bases broke 
through the gridlock.

In 1988, the Base Closure and Realignment Act18 
established a process for closing or realigning mili-
tary bases through the Base Closure and Realign-
ment Commission (BRAC). The process began with 
the Department of Defense examining its forces 
and installations to compile a list of recommended 
BRAC actions. The independent BRAC reviewed 
the list and submitted it to the President with any 
recommended changes. The President then either 
approved or rejected the commission’s recommen-
dations and submitted the list to Congress for review. 
If the President approved BRAC’s recommendations, 
but Congress disagreed, Congress could pass a reso-
lution to reject BRAC’s plan as a whole, at the risk of 
a presidential veto. If Congress took no action, the 
BRAC changes became law.19 Although the 2005 
BRAC process suffered from several shortcom-
ings and inaccuracies,20 overall it has been success-
ful. Thus, the idea that an independent commission 
guided by clear criteria can overcome special inter-
est politics and congressional gridlock in pursuit of 
the national interest deserves serious consideration.

The Mercatus Center’s Jerry Brito identified 
these lessons for a Government Waste Commission 
based on BRAC: “A spending commission modeled 
on BRAC should be focused, independent, composed 
of disinterested citizens given clear criteria for their 
decisions, and be structured in a way that allows its 
recommendations to be operative unless Congress 
rejects them.”21

Components of a Successful  
Waste Commission

A Government Waste Commission, modeled after 
the successful BRAC, could improve government 
programs and save taxpayers money. Such a com-
mission would review the entire federal government 
to select programs for elimination and consolida-
tion. The commission should be based on four com-
ponents to improve its prospects of success:22

1. An independent bipartisan commission. 
Commission members should be independent 
experts, neither Members of Congress nor gov-
ernment officials. Members should also be bipar-
tisan, chosen by both parties in both chambers, 
and the President. The commission chair should 
also be independent and bipartisan and be select-
ed by the President. Recommendations by an 
independent and bipartisan commission have a 
greater chance of being taken seriously and, con-
sequently, of being implemented.

2. Examination of all domestic agencies and 
programs. The waste commission should 
review all domestic federal agencies and pro-
grams. No domestic federal program should be 

17. Department of Defense, “Economic Renewal: Community Reuse of Former Military Bases,” April 21, 1999,  
http://www.dod.mil/pubs/reuse042199.html (accessed on May 8, 2014).

18. The Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1988, Public Law 100–526, Title II; extensively amended in 1990 (Public Law 101–510).

19. Michaela Dodge, “Beyond BRAC: Global Defense Infrastructure for the 21st Century,” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder No. 2791, May 3, 2013, 
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2013/05/beyond-brac-global-defense-infrastructure-for-the-21st-century.

20. Government Accountability Office, “Opportunities Exist to Improve Future Base Realignment and Closure Rounds,” GAO–13–149, March 7, 2013, 
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-13-149 (accessed May 8, 2014).

21. Jerry Brito, “Running for Cover: The BRAC Commission as a Model for Federal Spending Reform,” The Georgetown Journal of Law & Public Policy, 
Vol. 9, No. 1 (Winter 2011), http://mercatus.org/sites/default/files/BRAC-commission-model-for-federal-spending-reform.jpg  
(accessed May 20, 2014).

22. These components are based on suggestions by Michelle Muccio and Brian M. Riedl, “Four Elements of a Successful Government Waste 
Commission,” Heritage Foundation WebMemo No. 1147, July 10, 2006,  
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2006/07/four-elements-of-a-successful-government-waste-commission.
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exempt.23 The purpose is not to punish but to 
help government better serve program recipients 
and taxpayers.

3. Clear and concise criteria. A short and 
targeted list of criteria should be used to evaluate 
programs in order to allow the commission to be 
as objective as possible in its analysis. Criteria 
should be carefully selected to target wasteful 
and inappropriate spending, and duplication and 
overlap. The commission’s criteria should con-
sist of qualitative and quantitative measures, as 
appropriate. Measures could include attainment 
of performance goals, adherence to legislative 
intent, relevance of program goals, outcomes of 
randomized controlled trial experiments, finan-
cial performance, and overlap with state, local, 
and private activities.

4. Expedited legislative action. The commis-
sion’s recommendations should be adopted as a 
package, through an up or down vote in Congress, 
with no amendments. If Congress approved the 
package, it would be submitted to the President 
for his review and possible veto. (Congress could 
override a veto with a two-thirds majority.)  The 
idea of a BRAC-like spending commission is that 
the process can overcome special interest poli-
tics and parochial concerns, which keep poorly 
functioning programs and wasteful spending on 

the books today. Allowing Congress to pick and 
choose among commission recommendations 
through the amendment process would likely 
stall the adoption of the commission’s recom-
mendations; each lawmaker would have an inter-
est in working to preserve programs that benefit 
a special interest constituency in his district or 
state, regardless of program performance. With-
out amendments, a legislator’s vote against the 
commission’s recommendations becomes a vote 
against fiscal discipline and against cutting gov-
ernment waste.

Budget Priorities, Not Budget Increases
Special interest pressures and a lack of congres-

sional oversight and interest in eliminating poor-
ly functioning government programs are partly 
responsible for ever-increasing budgets. Resources 
consumed by failing or needlessly wasteful gov-
ernment programs also take funds from important 
national priorities. A Government Waste Commis-
sion could help to break through the status quo to 
consolidate duplicative programs and eliminate 
inappropriate spending and waste to better priori-
tize scarce federal dollars.

—Romina Boccia is the Grover M. Hermann Fellow 
in Federal Budgetary Affairs in the Thomas A. Roe 
Institute for Economic Policy Studies, of the Institute 
for Economic Freedom and Opportunity, at The 
Heritage Foundation.

23. The Pentagon has asked Congress repeatedly for another round of BRAC; see Dodge, “Beyond BRAC.” Certain defense programs have also 
been identified as beyond the scope of government or only loosely related to the U.S. national defense strategy, and wasteful, and Congress 
might consider a separate waste commission to refocus defense resources on mission-critical programs and projects. See Mackenzie 
Eaglen and Julia Pollak, “How to Save Money, Reform Processes, and Increase Efficiency in the Defense Department,” Heritage Foundation 
Backgrounder No. 2507, January 10, 2011,  
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2011/01/how-to-save-money-reform-processes-and-increase-efficiency-in-the-defense-department.


